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INTRODUCTION 

It does not need to recognition what the honeybees represent 
as extreme importance in agricultural field by direct way with what 
produce of six products have a much and great benefit whether at 
nutritional or medicinal side and by indirect way by its occupation 
to a percentage as 80% from totality of insect pollinators which 
enter in pollination of the different crops and plants, then they lead 
to increase of the production and its quality (Alippi, 1996); the fact 
which to render the honeybees to deserve really a description of 
nationality opulence. 

But to regret, that opulence has been to get to threatened by 
loss due to increment of honeybee exposure to much of the diseases 
in last 20 years, rather easiness of infection them by these diseases 
especially under movement random of the honeybee ousters from 
place to another and so entrance of queens non certain completely 
of its emptiness from the diseases to the country either by import or 
contraband, furthermore omission and non consideration many of 
beekeepers to simplest of the honeybee culture art basis, in addition 
to non existence of regulated and clear interrelations for 
cooperation between beekeepers and state, also between one 
another are managed by scientific fine protocol for raising with this 
distinct industry as well as the position is in foreign countries. 

Then, it was on the head of those diseases, rather too its 
weightiest absolutely these two bacterial diseases which attack the 
honeybee broods, the main adobe which the incubator and departed 
bees generations are built upon it and these generations pour the 
above-mentioned benefits with the its two halves, the disease 
couple are the European and American foulbrood (EFB and AFB), 
and the second disease is extermination stronger to the honeybee 



than the first if not perceived to it and early controlled. Then, the 
two diseases are widespread in the world; they existence in 
European countries, America, Argentina and east south of Asia 
such as India, Malaysia and Indonesia. 

Egypt has been considered just for a few years from little 
countries which free from AFB and EFB diseases because of 
quarantine on the honeybee and its products importance until year 
1996 when contraband of the bee queens including bacterial 
pathogens began, whereas Mattar, 2001 stated that he found AFB 
spores in the honey samples at certain Egyptian governorates, after 
that he was followed by extention leaflet of Khattab, 2004 
represented brief on AFB disease, then Khattaby found AFB 
symptoms in an apiary at Giza governorate, followed by booklet to 
Khttaby, 2006, whereas he noticed to danger of AFB and EFB 
diseases. 

So, with all the previous factors which encouraging to 
presence of the diseases, plus with complaints increment most of 
the Egyptian beekeepers from hard dip of products of their colonies 
year after another and their complaint from full and sudden 
extinction for much of the colonies accompanying with existence of 
diseased symptoms on the brood extremely in the evil which are 
relevant, so the cutoff with vacancy of the Egyptian apiaries from 
the foulbroods became unlikely and therefore the matter required to 
scientific and earnest reaction upon the actual land for investigating 
of the truth. 

The objectives of the present study were as follows: 

1) Review of some of the previous studies on the two diseases 
(AFB and EFB). 
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2) Calculation of numbers of the infected honeybee colonies with 
AFB and EFB diseases at some governorate apiaries. 

3) Isolation of the bacterial pathogens of the foulbroods from the 
brood and honey in the microbial laboratory at Moshtohor 
Agriculture College for examination of honeybee diseases. 

4) Identification and confirmation of the bacterial isolates by 
proceeding some of identification tests. 

5) Study of the relation between Varroa destructor mite and 
presence of the foulbrood diseases in the honeybee colonies. 

6) Evaluation of the inhibition effect for some of antibiotics and 
the natural materials on foulbrood pathogens on the industrial 
media in Vitro. 

7) Curative of infected honeybee colonies with AFB and EFB 
diseases in some apiaries by beekeeping management manners 
incorporated with used some of the therapeutics which gave 
significant results under laboratory conditions. 

8) Evaluation of the used therapeutics efficacy and comparison 
those  with the veterinary antibiotic Tylosin which 
recommended for control of AFB disease. 
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